
BBC SCRIPT WRITING ADVICE AUTHOR

When you're new to writing, just getting to the end of that first script is really hard. Essential principles and problems
remain important throughout a writer's.

But at the end of the day, what do I know? Contributions bought on a daily rate basis are bought out on an
assignment basis. Also, after writing for one of those shows, writers are sometimes asked to be an additional
writer for shows like The News Quiz â€” and if you get that you could land yourself a years contract working
for the Radio 4 comedy department as one of their contract writers. Have an active protagonist. Laurence
Tratalos. At the time I was living in Melbourne, and I actually wrote the script whilst sitting on a park bench
as I had no internet at my flat. Caroline says that writing short pieces for either show is a great way of getting
noticed by producers. No residuals or repeat fees are paid for further broadcasts and the author is able to re-use
their script but not the recording once the exclusive period lapses. Comedy comes through difference, not just
conflict. The guidelines are freely available to download. Make sure you have written other scripts before
entering a competition. Make sure all your characters have different points of view. An easy way to highlight
their differences is to get them talking about the same subject. This is probably the most important piece of
advice I can offer. There is a limited exclusive period, after which the author is able to use their script
elsewhere. Television Extracts Agreement These rates are calculated on a one-transmission basis. People
usually have the radio on in the background for company and rarely tune in for specific shows. I made sure
that they saw how passionate I was about writing and the other projects I had been working on. However, not
only should the writer master how to convey their story only with dialogue, they must also understand how
people listen to the radio in the specific slot they are writing for. Then, write to the producer. The minimum
fee equates to seven minutes duration. Download a sample Feature agreement Radio talks contributions Talks
are commissioned on a flat-fee basis with no residuals paid for further broadcasts. Get to the story as quickly
as possible. Great characters make great comedy. BBC Radio 4 Comedy, has two formal commissioning
rounds each year, one in the autumn and another in the spring. Whatever you write has to fit in to what people
are ready to listen to at that time â€” the golden rule is to know the slot you are writing for back to front. Some
people break all these rules and get hailed as geniuses.


